In Vehicle Safety Communication (VSC), noted as a representative application of VANET technologies, emergency warning messages (EWM) are broadcast over vehicles in response to an emergency situation. However, as the number of vehicles increases, the so-called Broadcast Storm Problem often occurs due to a huge number of redundant EWM transmitted. Though many approaches in the literature have been proposed to solve the problem, most of them require the preliminary phase for setting up or refreshing neighbor relationship through exchanging beacon messages with nearby vehicles, thereby further increasing the traffic load. In this paper, we propose Longest Leaping Relay (LLR) scheme which can efficiently solve the Broadcast Storm Problem without any preliminary phase for setting up neighbor relationship. Through computer simulations, we compared the performance of the proposed scheme with competitive schemes and verified the proposed scheme outperforms the existing schemes.
차량 선출 기법에는 LCN (Least Common Neighbor) [6] , UB(Unicast-Broadcast) [7] , LPG (Local Peer Group) [8] 등이 있으며, Beaconless forwarding 방식의 기법으로 는 NB (Naive Broadcast) [9] , I-BIA(Intelligent Broadcast with Implicit Acknowledgment) [9] , Weighted p-Persistence [10] 등을 들 수 있다. 
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